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33#Ontario'(Attorney'General)'v.'Fraser,#[2011]#SCC#20#(Can.)#(‘Fraser’).#
34# See# e.g.# Saskatchewan' Federation' of' Labour' v.' Saskatchewan,# 2010# S.K.C.A.# 27# (Sk.);# Association' of' Justice'
Counsel'v.'Canada'(Attorney'General),#2012#O.N.C.A.#530#(app’n#for#leave#to#appeal#to#Supreme#Court#of#Canada#
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                            
134#Id.#
135#“NDP#dumps#Buzz#Hargrove,”#CBC#News#(Feb.#12,#2006),#www.cbc.ca/canada/story/2006/02/12/ndp\
hargrove060212.html.#
136#United#Steelworkers,#“Talking#Politics”#(2008),#available#at#http://www.usw.ca/program/content/3327.php.#
137#Savage,#supra#note#129#at#79. 
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Godard#is#optimistic#about#the#durability#and#resilience#of#Canadian#historical\institutionalist#values#that#
have#determined#how#the#Wagner#model#has#played#out#in#this#country,#while#Arthurs#is#more#
pessimistic#about#the#overwhelming#power#of#changes#in#the#real#constitution.#Although#labor#is#
engaged#in#an#array#of#strategic#resistance,#it#is#not#clear#that#it#will#be#sufficient#to#once#again#succeed#
against#anti\labor#forces.#
It#would#be#rash#to#attempt#to#predict#the#outcome#of#these#simultaneously#complex#and#subtle#events.#
Godard’s#optimism#may#be#realistic;#Arthurs’#pessimism#may#be#warranted.#As#these#events#play#out#we#
will#learn#whether,#despite#the#greater#protection#offered#by#Canada’s#juridical#constitution,#a#lingering#
Red#Tory#influence,#and#labor’s#resistance,#the#nation’s#“real”#constitution,#institutional#norms,#and#
values#have#undergone#greater,#countervailing#change#such#that#labor#law#will#follow?#
#
